Offer Centralized Project Management
From a centralized console, Migration Manager gives you complete control over the migration process. This
robust project management interface gives you comprehensive information on the migration history and
status, providing up-to-the-minute reports on your migration progress. With Migration Manager, you can
efficiently and expertly manage your Exchange migration.

Reduce Costs and Shorten Timelines
Migration Manager’s scalable architecture enables parallel processing and routes data directly between
source and target servers. This helps to ensure that your network has zero downtime. With Migration
Manager, you can reduce migration costs and shorten the project timeline.
Automated Updates: Using a resource kit utility, Migration Manager automatically updates the Outlook
profile of each migrated user when the user logs on to the network. This eliminates the need for you to visit
every workstation and manually reconfigure profiles, reducing the chance of errors and saving you valuable
administrative time.
Direct Synchronization: With Migration Manager, you can directly synchronize mailboxes, distribution
groups, calendars and public folders in parallel. This parallel processing delivers true coexistence between
migrated and unmigrated users, ensures that the migration process doesn’t tie up network bandwidth and
significantly decreases the migration project timeline.
Comprehensive Management Tools: With its robust project management interface and numerous
reporting options, Migration Manager gives you complete control of the migration project and arms you
with the reporting data you need to make informed decisions. This full-featured interface provides the onestop solution you require, eliminating the need for you to toggle between different applications to access
various management functions.
Offline Folder Preservation: Migration Manager preserves Offline Folders (.ost) files for remote users during the
migration process. It automatically migrates and switches the mailbox in a way that allows a user to keep existing
.ost files after connecting to Exchange 2003 and the new Exchange 2007, helping to ensure business continuity.
Distributed Architecture: Through agent-distributed architecture, Migration Manager greatly reduces
network bandwidth requirements and supports a more rapid mail migration/synchronization process. All
data gets routed between source and target Exchange servers instead of going through the Migration
Manager’s console.
Multi-Node Cluster Support: Both source and target servers can be virtual servers running on any cluster
configuration. This applies to both mailbox and public folders servers. The migration console automatically
detects clusters and sets up the agents appropriately.
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